
JDW, HR: Uoupies of unrelated pre—bed hashes while I finish a drink with which i'0 trying 
to relax and experiment with what I hope will be a better typing rest for the left leg: wooden 
box from Yquem wine. While he may have taxagg forgotten it ias I had when I was with him, the 
doctor today loronoitaced my 13ft leg aue:1 ielexoved. eaet tine he saw me was when I returned 
from Bolin confrontation unable to get shoes on. So, almost anything can he better, However, 
while it swells easily and from '11; regular measurements weems to remain about the same size, 
know I can move better. From chemincal testa anti—coagulant reduced by 1/6, which I take to 

be good....While in DC I went to the Hill and left wit black caucus peonsorship ■Con*ars made 
arrangements abd Dellums may be in) for Kinf press conference now set for bad time 9 a.m. 
Thursday. Hearings of members one problem. Early hour for press another. but it will be in a 
eingressional hearing room for which Conyers arranged while I was with him. He is also writing 
pwecial letter to selected members both houses. It conflicts with &tweeds hearing but I can 
delay no longer. With NYTimes, WeTcst and CBS running dogs for DJ, there may not be an 
entirely cordial reception but I'vethe facts and they are new and official. Floyd, who was 
uresent and flabbergasted at hew easily it went off after he had not been able to get past 
palace guard and knows it was improvised Without appointment, is euphoric. I hone it 
remains justified. The situations are getieing bought, particularly with the situation in 
which DJ is despite Levi's heleum....re not going to have time to prepare so I'll ad lib with 
what I'd out together. To tired to weae today's ordere, there will be tomoreow's, and I'm 

going to have to try to find some way of napping tomorrow. I'll have to leave here early 
a.m. and I've almost t-ained myself to sleep until Bay is about to break....Con:ters was 
magnificent in every way, asking only what do you want Iz we to do when I'd asked nothing. 
I do hope it comes off well, despite hour and competition, and Yquem is better than any-
thing I've used to now. Beet, HW 12/9/75 


